
	

	

    ASCENDED LADY MASTER NADA 

v Chohan of The Eighth Planetary Ray of Transcendence 

v Atlantian Attorney & Healer in the Temple of Love 

v Member of Karmic Board for Earth 

v Divine Complement: Master John 

v Aetheric Retreat: Temple of Love, home of the Flame of Divine Love 
 

Lady Nada’s name means “voice of the silence” and reflects the humbling of the personality into nothingness, 
leading the way for the true Christ Self to emerge. Lady Nada is a very influential Divine Feminine Presence 
who has assisted many civilizations to their height. She helped to bring the Ascended Master Teachings to 
Humanity together with Saint Germain. We may know her from the Temple of Divine Love in Atlantis where 
great healing and love was directed to the world through the use of cosmic light rays. Nada and her Ruby 
Fire assists us in efforts of energy transference and directing healing to mankind. With great magnetic 
Presence from the Great Central Sun, she amplifies our talents and the drawing forth of our Causal Body 
Gifts. Her symbol is the ruby pink rose. Lady Master Nada’s twin flame is the Master John, who was 
incarnated as the prophet Elijah, teacher of Sananda in an earlier embodiment, and who re-embodied as 
John the Baptist after taking his Ascension. He works closely with Archaeon Gabriel, who influenced him in 
those lifetimes, and with the Master R. He is a consummate "awakener" and helps to waken us and prepare 
us on all levels of mind, body and spirit to receive and so acknowledge the Christ (and Divine God-self) 
within us.  

In many lifetimes on Earth her focus has been the sharing of the qualities of love, compassion and selfless 
service to others, and the fields of Healing and Truth. In past incarnations on Earth she has been an 
Atlantean priestess of the healing arts in the Temple of Love, and a lawyer who championed the cause of 
Divine Justice for the oppressed. In other lifetimes she remained in the background, quietly and humbly using 
her energies, especially the energy of the pink flame of her heart, to support the work of those around her 
with constant and enduring love and devotion directed towards advancing and enabling their work and paths 
of Spiritual service. … Lady Nada has a close bond with Mother Mary and with Lady Magda. It is likely that 
they are of the same soul group, and were embodied together, Lady Nada choosing to re-embody after 
ascending, as Elizabeth, cousin to Mother Mary and Mary Jacobi and mother to John the Baptist. She is one 
of the Lords of Karma, with a seat on the Karmic board and also works closely with Archaeons Seraphina, 
the Lady Charity and Annunciata, the Lady Hope. Lady Nada and her twin flame, the Master John, have an 
etheric retreat known as the Rose Temple (home of the Flame of Divine Love) over the East coast of the 
USA. 

Lady-Master Nada is the Chohan of The Eighth Ray of Transcendence. This ray is primarily about a 
deeper expression of your Service work, and perhaps also letting go of old ties that no longer support 
you. Though this may initially feel like your entire support structure is falling away, it is only so that 
new structures can be brought into manifestation. This ray further assists in cleansing and clearing at 
a cellular level of old false beliefs and judgments, and similar to the seventh ray, allows for deep 
emotional healing from Cosmic wounds that occurred in ancient Egypt and Atlantis. As this 
transmutation is occurring rapidly for most people at this time, surrounding yourself in the magnificent 
luminescent sea-foam green and violet “sacred flame of transcendence” will greatly assist in 
recalibrating the energy bodies and bringing a renewed sense of balance and equilibrium. This ray 
further assists you in building your etheric electronic body of Light, and is related to this sacred 
geometry of the octahedron. If you are familiar with this shape, you can visualize yourself stepping 
into three superimposed seafoam green and violet octahedrons as you call to Lady Nada to assist 
you to cleanse and clear old electronic patterns from other lifetimes and bring the Heart of your God 
Self Consciousness forward. 


